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**Brief description of the thesis** (by the supervisor, ca. 100-200 words):
The thesis introduces the topic of foreign-accentedness, reasons which have been proposed for the existence of a foreign accent, its perceptual dimensions, segmental and prosodic components, as well as socio-psychological consequences of speaking with a foreign accent. A separate chapter is dedicated to the sound patterns which have hitherto been examined in the English of Czech speakers. In the empirical part of her thesis, Jana Rumlová analyzed read speech of ten speakers who had previously been judged as having a strong Czech accent in their English. She focused on twelve features regarded as typical of Czech English, mostly of segmental nature, and studied the prevalence of different variants (such as the realization of the underlying /ð/ as [ð, d, t]) in different linguistic contexts. The final chapter presents a summary in which the author comments on the general or speaker-specific occurrence of the analyzed features.

**Review, comments and notes** (ca. 100-200 words)

**Strong points of the thesis:**
The empirical findings concerning the prevalence of Czech-accented variants of the examined features are very valuable. While the global results are not entirely surprising, the more detailed analyses constitute the first empirical confirmation of what the Czech English accent really is. The research that Jana Rumlová conducted as part of her thesis required demanding and time-consuming auditory analyses of the target phenomena. In addition, especially the first theoretical chapter presents a wide range of topics related to foreign-accentedness (but see the following point).

**Weak points of the thesis:**
From my perspective, the weakest point is the language of the thesis, especially in the theoretical chapters. The natural flow of the text is sometimes disrupted by sentences which, upon closer examination, are not clear; to give but one example, “Talent for music, however, is a very individual phenomenon as well as its influence on SLA and it cannot be applied as a rule.” (p. 13).

**Questions to answer during the Defence and suggested points of discussion:**
1. In the General discussion (p. 53), the author seems to suggest a link between voicing assimilation on the one hand and linking and glottalization on the other hand. Could you explain the argument?
2. Please discuss the pedagogical implications of your findings.
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